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LIMA 2016: IOSCO STRENGTHENS BRIDGES FOR FINANCIAL
DEVELOPMENT AT THE 41ST ANNUAL CONFERENCE
monitoring and capacity building. Others included steps
taken towards implementing the IOSCO 2020 Strategic
Direction.
The IOSCO Chair Greg Medcraft commended the General
Secretariat under David Wright for its immense
contribution to the work of IOSCO, and welcomed on
board the new Secretary General Paul Andrews. Notable on
his list was the work done to identify emerging risks
associated with the development of ﬁntech, implementation

T

monitoring reviews of the Assessment Committee covering
he International Organisation of Securities Commissions held its 41

st

implementation of IOSCO guidance in a range of areas

Annual Conference from 8 -12, May 2016 in Lima, Peru. The Conference,

(including ﬁnancial benchmarks) and the progressed work

which had the theme “Strengthening Global Bridges for Financial

on country review with a soon to be published report on

Developments”, can best be described in the words of Lillian Rocca, Chair of the
Peruvian Superintendencia del Mercado de Valores, as “most memorable”as the city
offered itself as a centre of debate, discussions of topics of interest as well as
knowledge and experience sharing among representatives of the public and private
sectors, for the purpose of promoting the capital market as key to strengthening

Trinidad and Tobago.
Laudable was also the signiﬁcant progress in capacity
building with the ﬁrst regional hub to be established in 2016
in Kuala Lumpur, the launch of the online toolkit and later
this year of the Global Certiﬁcate Programme.

economies.

The IOSCO Chair disclosed that 109 members had signed
The event which kicked-off on Sunday, 8

th

May with registration of participants

followed with a series of meetings of the IOSCO Board, Growth and Emerging
Markets (GEM) Committee, Regional Committees and Afﬁliate Members
Consultative Committee (AMCC). Discussions revolved around policy initiatives to
strengthen securities markets' resilience and ensure that they continually play the
traditional role of assets mobilisation. Members also discussed how fully to utilise the

Editorial Board
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knowledge available within
IOSCO, and measures to

Dupe Nelson - Member

further the integration and

Nana Goni -Member
Archibong I Archibong - Member

enhance the participation of

Bauten Dwaben Isa - Member

GEM Committee members.

Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding, arrangements
for the implementation of which would be developed with a
view to obtaining the approval of the Presidents Committee
by the end of 2016.
On policy work, the IOSCO Board progressed its work on
asset management by focusing on liquidity risk management
and leverage. To improve the work on audit quality, the
Board also approved publication of the Survey Report on
Audit Committee Oversight of Auditors. While on
infrastructure ﬁnance, the Board agreed to establish a

In his opening speech,
IOSCO Board Chair Greg
Medcraft recoun

ted the achievements of the Organization in the recent past. These ranged from the
work on policy and implementation

Committee had approved the text of an Enhanced

vast expertise and

Ojone Kabir - Deputy Chair

Imran Mora - Member
Ibrahim Danbala - Member
Salami Oluwadamilola - Member

the IOSCO MMoU while the IOSCO Presidents

working group comprised of Board members from both
advanced and growth and emerging markets that will engage
with development banks, institutional investors and other

stakeholders to discuss issues relevant to market
....continued on page 2
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- based ﬁnance for infrastructure development. It was also

around crowdfunding and how it could contribute to long-term

considered to review industry practices regarding senior

capital raising by SMEs; Investor protection, and globalization –

investor vulnerability; apply insights from behavioral economics

issues germane to the present and future dimensions of

to investor programs and initiatives and, design/coordinate a

markets.

pilot IOSCO world investor week campaign in 2017.

The memorable conference was spiced with social events

The open conference witnessed the traditional technical
session of the IOSCO annual conference with debates and
discussion of topics of interest among representatives of the

celebrated at venues that hold special places in the history,
culture and tradition of Lima - A city where the different
cultures of Peru converge to offer an unforgettably exciting
experience.

public and private sectors. Discussions focused on issues

The IOSCO
E-MMoU
,
The IOSCO MMoU was established in 2002 as a set of

on cross border enforcement cooperation and also to deal with

international benchmarks for cross-border cooperation and has

uncooperative jurisdictions particularly with respect to

provided regulators with tools for combating cross-border

securities regulation, market conduct and prudential

fraud and misconduct. The IOSCO MMoU was introduced in

supervision. Thus the IOSCO Presidents' Committee passed a

2002, and it required that signatories be able to compel banking,

Resolution in 2012 calling for measures to encourage non-

brokerage and beneﬁcial ownership information. By the end of

signatory members by providing assistance in overcoming

2003, there were 24 signatories, and by the end of 2008, there

obstacles when seeking support from their respective

were 49 signatories. Currently, there are 109 signatories, many

governments or legislatures.

of which have had to effect legislative changes and in some

In 2010, IOSCO mandated the Screening Group (SG) to develop

instances overcome constitutional barriers in order to comply

"a further standard beyond the existing IOSCO MMOU, taking

with the requirements.

into account developments in markets and supervisory and

The MMoU thus established a common understanding among

enforcement practices". The importance of the mandate was to

IOSCO members on how they should consult, cooperate and

further emphasise the 2020 Strategic Direction and to equip

exchange information for the purpose of regulatory

IOSCO members with additional tools necessary to ensure that

enforcement. It further set out speciﬁc requirements regarding

enforcement of securities laws and regulations within their

the conﬁdentiality of the information to be exchanged. These

jurisdictions remained effective in the face of growing cross-

requirements are to ensure that no domestic banking, blocking

border transactions.

laws or regulation will prevent securities regulators from

The SG identiﬁed these essential powers to be what have come

sharing information with their counterparts in other

to be known as the "ACFIT" powers which currently are

jurisdictions.

considered “Aspirational and Achievable” and would serve as a

Regulators were able to do this by convincing their lawmakers

meaningful new standard for enforcement and co-operation to

of the necessity for change – because the IOSCO MMoU has

address the demands posed by modern markets. The “ACFIT”

become such an important point of reference. It is a benchmark,

powers consist of the following viz

not only for standards of international co-operation, but also for

·

To obtain Audit papers:

the powers that a regulator must be able to exercise to ensure

·

To Compel attendance for testimony (by being able to

effective enforcement in its own jurisdiction.
The G20 has noted the success of the IOSCO MMoU and had
called on the organization to ensure that it continues its work

apply a sanction in the event of non-compliance):
·

To advise and provide information to another
regulator on how to Freeze assets:

... continued on page 3
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·

To obtain exis ng Internet service provider

the Board discussed the next steps for the EMMoU which

records (not including the content of communica ons)

is implementa on. The board had granted approval for

including with the assistance of a prosecutor, court or

the revised EMMoU resolu on, which the Presidents

other authority:

Commi ee had approved during the conference. It has

·

also been made clear during delibera ons that no

To obtain exis ng Telephone records (not

including the content of communica ons) including with
the assistance of a court, prosecutor or other authority:
At the most recent IOSCO Board mee ng held on the
sidelines of the IOSCO Annual Conference in Lima, Peru,

sanc ons should be imposed on non-signatories and that
the addi onal powers are only aspira onal for members.
Members may wish to employ either instrument (MMou
or EMMoU). It is however necessary for reques ng

Executive Brief
Paul Muthaura

demutualization and self-listing of the Nairobi Securities

conﬁrmed as

Exchange, an initial public offer of Kenya's ﬁrst Real Estate

CMA Chief

Investment Trust (REIT) and the establishment of Principle Based

Executive

Rule making powers for the Authority which have facilitated,
amongst others, the development of Policy Guidance Notes

The Cabinet

(PGN) to support the roll out of Exchange Traded Products.

Secretary to the
Kenyan National

Muthaura is an Advocate of the High Court of Kenya and is the

Treasury, Henry

holder of an LLB from the University of Warwick, LLM in Banking

Rotich, through a

and Finance Law from the London School of Economics and

G a z e t t e

Paul Muthaura, CEO, CMA Kenya

Political Science, MPhil from the Maastricht School of

announced the

Management and is undertaking a DBA at the Maastricht School

conﬁrmation of Paul Muthaura as the substantive Chief Executive

of Management.

Ofﬁcer of the Capital Markets Authority of Kenya. Mr. Muthaura's

The CMA chief executive also sits on the Board of the

appointment is for a period of four years.

International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO),

Prior to his conﬁrmation, Mr. Muthaura took the helm of CMA on

and was recently appointed as vice chairperson of the Africa-

1 July 2012 in an acting capacity during which he spearheaded key

Middle East Regional Committee (AMERC). He is also a member

projects such as the development and implementation of the

of the Financial Stability Board (FSB) Regional Consultative Group

Capital Markets Master Plan and corporate governance reforms

for Sub-Saharan Africa and the Consultative Committee of the

including the development of a Code of Corporate Governance

East African Securities Regulatory Authorities (EASRA).

Practices for Issuers of Securities to the Public.

Congratulations on your appointment.

Other notable milestones achieved was the successful

Qatar Financial Centre (QFC)
Regulatory Authority gets new MD
The Qatar Financial Centre (QFC) Regulatory Authority announced the appointment of Eisa Ahmed Abdulla
to the role of Chief Operating Ofﬁcer (COO) and Managing Director of the Authority.
In his new role, Abdulla is responsible for the Corporate Services Division including Ofﬁce of the General
Counsel, Operations, Information Technology, Human Resources, Organizational Development, Corporate
Communications, Translation and the Regulatory Authority's nationalization programme. Abdulla brings on
board over twenty years of management experience from various industries including telecommunications,

Eisa Ahmed Abdulla

... continued next page
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He is a graduate of the University of Bradford School of

Resources Practice from the Chartered Institute of Personnel

Engineering, Design and Technology (UK), and holds a Bachelor

and Development (CIPD). Abdulla's appointment follows the

of Science in Electrical, Telecommunication and Internet

retirement of Otello Sturino, Chief Financial Ofﬁcer and

Engineering. His professional memberships include Fellow of the

Managing Director, Corporate Services.

Chartered Management Institute and a Diploma in Human

AMERC News
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE ORGANIZATION,
IRAN BECOMES ASSOCIATE MEMBER OF IOSCO
abiding by governance rules, mechanisms to register and

The Iranian Securities and Exchange Organization’s (SEO)
application for IOSCO membership was approved at the 41

st

examine dealers' complaints, anti-money laundering rules and

IOSCO Annual Conference in Lima, Peru. Having met the

rules set for preparing ﬁnancial statements, all of which

requirements of the body, the SEO Iran, has ofﬁcially been

contribute in achieving transparency and countering corruption.

admitted as an Associate Member of IOSCO.

Mr. Samy noted that capital market's regulators all over the
st

The SEO as member of IOSCO participated in the 41 IOSCO

world have become aware that corruption and manipulation in

Annual Conference in Lima, Peru from 8-12 May 2016. Thus, by

the stock market are transnational. Thus, the International

virtue of it’s membership Iran is now a member of the Africa-

Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) prepared

Middle-East Regional Committee (AMERC) of IOSCO, one of

mechanisms that are signed by member states to exchange

the four regional committees of IOSCO. Likewise, Iran is also a

information and to participate in examining irregularities and

member of the Growth and Emerging Markets Committee of

consequently this will help in combating international crimes. He

IOSCO (GEMC). GEMC represents over 70% of the IOSCO's

noted that information technology and communications have an

ordinary membership and the committee seeks to promote the

effective role in international transactions, and so regulatory

development

bodies should develop its measures to use it as proof of

Iranian ofﬁcials are hopeful that by their membership of the
global pace setter in securities regulation the Iranian markets
will play an eminent role in global trades. This also demonstrates
the possession of a high level of regulatory standards and
untapped potentials of the market to attract foreign investors.

evidence.
He further explained that with the state's trend to increase the
capital of public companies and ensure that these companies are
listed on the Stock Exchange in order to enhance disclosures,
corporate governance and transparency; all these factors shall
promote public supervision and reduce corruption and

We welcome you on board on our AMERC Ship and we say
congratulations!

mismanagement.

CMSA,Tanzania Signs MoU with FSC Mauritius

EFSA: Enhancing Integrity and Countering

The Capital Markets & Securities Authority (CMSA), Tanzania

Corruption to Attract Foreign Investment

and the Financial Services Commission (FSC), Mauritius has

The EFSA Chairman, Sherif Samy in his speech delivered at a

entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) which

conference organized by Egyptian Junior Business Association

centered on Mutual Assistance and Exchange of Information

(EJB) in conjunction with the United Nations has stressed that

Mrs. Nasama Massinda, Chief Executive Ofﬁcer of CMSA,

enhancing integrity and countering corruption are two main

Tanzania and Mr. P. K. Kuriachen, Acting Chief Executive of FSC

factors that attract foreign investment and stimulate national

Mauritius signed the MoU on Thursday, 16 June 2016.

development.

Considering the increasing international activity in the ﬁnancial

He asserted that all activities under EFSA's supervision are

market, and the corresponding need for mutual cooperation and
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consultation among ﬁnancial regulators to ensure

Update on Integration efforts of West African

compliance with, and enforcement of ﬁnancial laws and

Capital Markets

regulations both regulators entered into the MoU to
strengthen cooperation and collaboration .

Securities regulators in the West African Sub-region made up of
Ghana, Nigeria and the West African Monetary Union (WAEMU)

This MoU sets forth the Authorities' intent with regard

have been in talks to develop a common platform for effective

to mutual assistance and the exchange of information

regulation of cross-border listing and trading in the region in order

for the purpose of enforcing and securing compliance

to broaden and deepen liquidity in the market. The trio regulatory

with the respective laws and regulations of the

institutions within the West African sub- region made up of the

jurisdictions of the Authorities.

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Nigeria, Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) Ghana and the Conseil Regional de

SEC Nigeria holds stakeholders forum on

L'epargne Publique et des Marches Financiers (CREPMF) which is

“Realizing the full Potentials of the Nigerian

the sole regulator of eight (8) francophone markets and members

Economy through Proactive Capital Market

of the West African Monetary Union (WAEMU) agreed to establish

Legislation”

an umbrella body for the purpose of cooperation and consultation

The National Assembly in collaboration with the

aimed at fostering market integration in the region.

Nigerian Securities and Exchange Commission held a
two-day stakeholders forum themed “Realizing the Full
Potential of the Nigerian Economy through proactive
Capital Market legislation” on 6th June 2016 in Abuja, the
capital city of Nigeria.
The objectives of the two-day conference of the Capital
Market Committees in the two chambers of the
National Assembly alongside the Executive arm of
Government and select leaders of thought, Financial
Market Regulators, Industry Experts and practitioners

WASRA Members held their meeting on the sidelines
of the 41stIOSCO Annual Conference

are hinged on creating an enabling legal environment for

This resolve led to the establishment of the West Africa

the achievement of the recommendations of the

Securities Regulators Association (WASRA).

Nigerian Capital Market Master Plan (NCMMP) (20152025).

This initiative was launched in July 2015 at a meeting in Abuja
attended by the Chief Executive Ofﬁcers of members'

The forum identiﬁed key areas that would focus the

jurisdiction and saw the signing of the Memorandum of

legislative work of both chambers of the legislature

Association (MoU), which would guide the operation of the

within the period 2016-2019 in view of making the

Association. The high point of the meeting was the selection

capital market meet the emerging needs of the National

of Mr. Mory Soumahoro, Secretary General of CREPMF to

Economy. The meeting provided a platform for key

chair the Association for the next two years.

stakeholders to critically examine and identify areas
requiring focused debate and legislative work that
would enhance the achievements of the master plan.
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Development Reports

ANGOLA
WORKSHOP BETWEEN THE SYSTEM
REGULATORS AND THE SUPERVISION ON THE
ANGOLAN FINANCIAL MARKETS
The ﬁnancial marketing regulatory bodies of the Angolan
ﬁnancial system, which includes, the Central Bank of Angola
(BNA), the Capital Markets Commission (CMC) and the
Angolan Agency for Regulation and Supervision of Insurance
(ARSEG) held a meeting on 23th June 2016. Discussions at the
meeting included challenges of regulation and supervision in the
national ﬁnancial system and measures to improve the
enforcement capacity of the existing legislation. Some of the
measures put forward included continuous capacity building,
greater involvement of society in the public consultation
process and supervision of the ﬁnancial system to international
best practices by adapting and considering the peculiarities of
the Angolan ﬁnancial market.
ABU DHABI FINANCIAL SUPERVISORY
AUTHORITY
In April 2016, Abu Dhabi Judicial Department and Abu Dhabi
Global Market Courts (ADGM Courts) signed a Memorandum
of Understanding to establish a framework to facilitations
judicial cooperation procedures. The aimed of the MOU was to
exchange information's on
procedures of
reciprocal
recognition and enforcement of judgment, decisions and order,
arbitrations as well as area of educations and communication.
FSRA has signed bilateral MOUs from CBRC of China and Jersey
Financial Services Commission, to actively engage with more
international jurisdictions on cooperation with global fund and
trust hubs to support Abu Dhabi's ambition in private banking
and wealth management.
To promote Abu Dhabi as the Fin Tech innovation hub in the
GCC region, ADGM commence work closely with key
stakeholders to explore and build a conducive Fin Tech
environment in develop innovative services, products, anchor ﬁn
Tech knowledge and expert in their local banks and ﬁnancial
institution to capitalize on emerging trends and risks thereby
improving consumer choice and experience.

trading book to cover up losses by, overstating his trading
proﬁt and falsifying his internal ﬁrm records on at least 163
occasions from May to July 2014.
KENYA
Risk Based Supervision Workshop
Following the shift from rules-based to risk-based supervision
by the Kenyan Capital Market Authority, the Market Supervision
Department has held a successful training on risk based
supervision between June 6 and 8, 2016 at Crowne Plaza in
Nairobi. The aim of the workshop was to sensitize participants
on the use of risk-based approach to supervise the market.
CMA Kenya also organized a 2-day seminar between May 4 and
5 2016 on 'Regulatory Compliance and Emerging Fraud Risks in
the Capital Markets' at the Radisson Blu Hotel in Nairobi. The
sensitisation program deliberated with intermediaries on the
importance of risk based capital adequacy, use of the Authority's
online reporting portal and challenges of securities fraud,
emergent strategies to mitigate risk as well as to protect
investor and the capital market from cybercrime related
advance technology.
MAURITIUS
Advertisement by Funds and CIS Managers
FSC Mauritius proposed a review of dealing and publicity of sales
literature issued by managers of collective investment schemes
holding licences issued by the FSC to submit copies of their
adverts or sales literature to the FSC within 5 working days
prior to the date of ﬁrst issue or use.
The aim of the review was to ensure that it was in line with the
requirements of Regulations 43(1) and 60(5) of the CIS
Regulations and in compliance with the guidelines for advertising
and marketing of ﬁnancial products issued by the FSC Mauritius.

DUBAI

FSC Mauritius also amended Rule 3 of the Securities (Disclosure
Obligations of Reporting Issuers) Rules 2007 (the “Rules”). The
rules states that every reporting issuer shall, not later than 6
months from the date of coming into operation of these rules,
seek a compulsory registration with the FSC Mauritius by ﬁling a
registration statement accompanied by supporting documents
as prescribed.

The DFSA Enforces sanction against former trader
On May 11, 2016 the DFSA announced sanctions against
a former trader, Mr. Noyan Ayhan from performing any function
in connection with the provision of ﬁnancial services.
The sanctions were for inﬂating the value of his

The amendment was aimed at reducing the cumbersome
process for companies submitting the name details and
addresses of every associate of senior ofﬁcers particularly those
that form part of large groups.
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QATAR
QFSRA Collective Investment Schemes Framework

authorize another person to attend the general assembly but he must

On June 14 2016, the Regulatory Authority released a consultation

not be one of the board members or the company's employees.

paper on proposed changes to collective investment schemes rules
relating to retail real estate funds. The proposed amendment was to

SOUTH- AFRICA
Crowd Funding

allow retail investors to have access to real estate funds and a wider

The South African FSB constituted a working group to consider how

pool of investment products designed to provide the appropriate

crowd funding can be regulated within Financial Advisory and

protection for retail investors, aligning with international and regional

Intermediary Services (FAIS), CIS and capital markets. The working

standards in the QFC.

group was established because the Financial Markets Act does not give
the Registrar of Securities Services the mandate to regulate crowd

QFMA Decision on Ownership Shares of Listed Companies

funding as it does not fall within the

QFMA issued a decision on the ownership of shares in listed

deﬁnition of an exchange or securities services.

companies on the Qatar stock exchange and clearly stated that, no
person may, natural or legal, exceed the prescribed percentage of

TUNISIA

ownership shares either directly or indirectly and it also stipulates that

International Cooperation

the excess shares over the prescribed percentage would disqualify

CMF Tunisia participated in the 15 Annual Edition of the meetings of

company owner voting rights This decision came as part of efforts in

the French-speaking Institute of Financial Regulators (IFREFI) held

applying international accounting standards and practices to serve the

between June 1 and 3, 2016 in Beirut, Lebanon. The aim of the meeting

public interest and the regulation of ﬁnancial markets in order to

was to exchange views; experiences about the role and power of

perform its functions optimally in the economy.

regulators in connection with issuers practices and also to restore and

SAUDI ARABIA

th

improve investor conﬁdence in the Tunisia ﬁnancial market.

CMA Amends the Investment Funds Regulation after
consulting public interested Parties
The Saudi Capital Market Authority approved amendments to the ﬁnal

CMF Tunisia also attended the Mediterranean Partnership of Securities
Regulators 'annual meetings held in Rome in May 2016.

draft of investment funds regulations after a careful study of all the
opinions, observations and recommendations received from investors
and interested parties. The period for the consultations lasted 60 days
as stated by the CMA website.
The amended regulations include Article 104 covering fund

PALESTINE
PCMA has developed models for KYC
The the Palestine Capital Market Authority says the are compatible
with tandard Know Your customer , anti-money laundering

management, custody, offering and selling units, merging funds and
offering units of foreign funds in the Kingdom. The amended regulations

instructions, instructions of Politically Exposed Persons (PEPS) and

can be viewed on the following link:

instructions of Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) which

http://www.cma.org.sa/En/MediaCenter/PR/Pages/IFRegulation.aspx

specify the American person speciﬁcation.

The CMA Saudi Arabia also issued a circular on quorum in holding
general meetings for listed companies on the Saudi Stock Exchange to

PCMA has also developed a questionnaire with special measures for

protect investors in the capital market and allow them all their rights in

brokerage ﬁrms to assess the client risk by selecting set of accounts by

general assemblies irrespective of the percentage of their ownership in

the brokerage ﬁrm compliance ofﬁcer.
the company. Paragraph (2) of Article (86) of the Companies Law states
that "every shareholder has the right to attend General Assemblies
even if the company's law stated otherwise”. The shareholder can

...continued on next page
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RESOURCE CENTRE

Resource Center Terms

A reverse convertible note (RCN) typically provides high coupon

i.

payments and ﬁnal payoffs that depend on the performance of an

SAFE Investment Company

The SAFE Investment Company is the Hong Kong branch of the Chinese

underlying stock. RCNs have a face value that matures as shares or cash

Sovereign Wealth Fund. The SAFE Investment Company is a private

(this is up to the issuer), and a ﬁxed coupon rate based on bonds. This

company; however ofﬁcials from the Chinese State Administration of

allows investors to optimize the diversiﬁcation of their portfolios

Foreign Exchange (SAFE) department serve on its Board of Directors.

without necessarily buying both stocks and bonds. RCNs typically have

The fund is set aside primarily as a foreign currency reserve. The SAFE

high commission fees, and are considered by some money managers to

Investment Company is able to invest in a wide variety of instruments

be highly risky and even toxic assets. A

including foreign and domestic equities and ﬁxed income securities.

Audit Trail

The chief objectives of the SAFE Investment Company are to gain

This refers to the information needed to monitor effectively market

investment returns, increase diversiﬁcation of holdings and to reduce

activity including all record that are available to reconstruct trading

China's exposure to ﬂuctuations in the value of the U.S. dollar

activity within a reasonable time.

ii.

TIME STAMP

Reverse Convertible Note - RCN

A synthetic instrument that shares characteristics with both bonds and

It is an essential components of any surveillance system for ensuring

stocks. A reverse convertible note (RCN) typically provides high coupon

compliance with time sensitive regulatory requirements such as trade-

payments and ﬁnal payoffs that depend on the performance of an

through obligations or front running. The of time-stamp is to establish

underlying stock characteristics with both bonds and stocks.

evidence indicating that data existed or an an event took place at a
particular time.

Upcoming IOSCO Events and Training
2016 AMCC Mid-Year Meeting and 9th Annual IOSCO

States, 4-9, 2016 – Registration Open!

AMCC Training Seminar, Chicago, US, September 25 28, 2016 – Registration Open

Registration is now open for the 2016 IOSCO/Program on
International Financial Systems at Harvard Law School (PIFS-

The 2016 AMCC Mid-Year Meeting and 9th Annual IOSCO

HLS) Global Certiﬁcate Program for Regulators of Securities

AMCC Training Seminar will take place in Chicago, US, on

Markets. IOSCO and PIFS-HLS jointly developed a two-phase

respectively September 25-26 and September 27-28, 2016.

program aimed at offering IOSCO members an executive

The National Futures Association (NFA) will host both events.

education program that is exclusively tailored for regulators of
securities markets. Attendees have up to three years to

9th Edition IOSCO AMCC Training Seminar, Chicago,
US, September 27-28, 2016 – Registration Open!
The IOSCO Afﬁliate Members Consultative Committee will
hold its 9th annual Training Seminar on September 27 to 28,
2016, in Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. The seminar, kindly hosted by
the National Futures Association (NFA), is open to all IOSCO
members and free of charge. Last year´s edition in Zurich
attracted more than 140 participants from 50 jurisdictions.
IOSCO/PIFS-Harvard Law School Global Certiﬁcate
Program for Regulators of Securities Markets, Madrid,
Spain, October 17-28, 2016 & Cambridge, MA, United

8

complete both phases of the Global Certiﬁcate Program.
Successful attendees will be awarded a joint certiﬁcate of
participation issued by IOSCO and PIFS-Harvard Law School.
Also, IOSCO members may attend any part of the program on
a non-certiﬁcate basis.
11th Joint IOSCO/FSI Seminar on Trading Book Issues
and Market Infrastructure, Madrid, Spain,
November16-18, 2016
IOSCO and the Financial Stability Institute (FSI) from
November 16-18, 2016 in Madrid, Spain will jointly host the
annual IOSCO/FSI Seminar.
www.sec.gov.ng
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PHOTO NEWS

IOSCO MMoU signing Ceremony during the 41st IOSCO

Cross Section of IOSCO President's Committee Members

Conference in Lima

at the 41st Annual Conference in Lima

Cross Section of IOSCO Board Members at the Conference

Cross Section of WASRA Members

The SCA board at a meeting to approve regulations for central clearing houses
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